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Abstract—Cognitive radio (CR) is proposed to use the spectrum
opportunistically. Spectrum opportunity (SOP) can be defined as
the possibility of a spectrum-aware communication between a
CR transmitter and a CR receiver. Successful spectrum-aware
communication between the communicating CRs, which is utilization of SOP (USOP), depends on the SOP detection and the
correct transmission of a packet. Spectrum sensing performance,
physical channel, and network parameters affect the probability of USOP. In this letter, we characterize the probability of the
USOP under different network topologies. The network topology is due to the relation between transmission ranges of licensed
users and CRs. We numerically study this probability for different
network parameters and topologies. We find that the characteristics of USOP highly depend on the network topology, CR sensing
performance and licensed users’ activities.
Index Terms—Cognitive radio, spectrum opportunity, network
topology.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

NEFFICIENT utilization of licensed channels and overcrowded unlicensed spectrum bands lead to opportunistic
use of licensed bands by unlicensed users [1]. The enabling
technology of the opportunistic spectrum use is cognitive radio
(CR). Nodes with CR capability can form ad hoc networks [2],
named as cognitive radio networks (CRNs). Spectrum sensing
and decision are the cognitive cycle functions.
Primary users (PUs) and secondary users (SUs) share the
licensed spectrum band. While PUs have the privilege to utilize
the spectrum band at any time, SUs use it opportunistically. We
represent the SUs as CRs throughout this letter since SUs are
cognitive radio nodes. CRs have spectrum opportunity (SOP) if
there is no communication activity by PUs. The establishment
of a communication link depends on not only the physical distance of the CRs but also the SOP occurrence [3]. Hence, the
spectrum opportunity is viewed as a finite delay connectivity
due to temporal dynamics of the channel in CRNs without considering the spectrum sensing performance of CRs in [3]. The
authors in [4] consider only the spatial properties of successful
communication in CRN. However, SOP experiences both spatial and temporal variation. Furthermore, the key point is the
sensing of the spectrum vacancy correctly. Spectrum sensing
performance can be enhanced by exploiting the spatial diversity of sensors and temporal diversity between the slots in a
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cooperative sense. The spectrum sensing performance can be
increased by an improved energy detector and CRs with multiple antenna [6]. CRs with multiple antenna are costly for
resource constrained networks. The authors in [7] investigate
the detection of spatial-temporal opportunity. However, they
do not consider successful utilization of SOP during a packet
transmission. To our knowledge, there is no study in literature
that jointly characterizes the SOP detection by a CR with a single radio having imperfections in the channel sensing and SOP
utilization during a packet transmission.
In this letter, we investigate the probability of successful
joint idle channel detection and packet transmission, which is
defined as the utilization of SOP (USOP). The contribution of
our letter is the determination the probability of USOP in a
dynamic radio environment under imperfections in the channel sensing for different network topologies. The topologies can
be categorized according to the relative transmission distance
of PUs and CRs. As USOP probability defines the characteristics of the spectrum-aware communication, it can be used
for developing solutions for medium access control, resource
management, power control and routing in CRN.

II. N ETWORK T OPOLOGY
Network topology affects the interaction between CRs and
PUs, which also has impact on USOP. Two network topologies
can be realized in CRNs [4], which we denote as T 1 and T 2.
The relationship between the transmission ranges of PUs and
CRs is the cause of topology difference in the network. Fig. 1
shows two different network topologies. T 1 is the topology, in
which the transmission range of PU is much greater than that of
CRs, hence, no spatial variation of SOP is present. There is only
time variation due to the activities of the PU. T 2 is the topology, in which the transmission range of CRs is comparable with
the transmission range of PUs. Hence, there is a spatial variation due to random deployment of PUs in the network in T 2.
Temporal activities of the PUs cause variations in time domain.
Hence, T 2 has spatial-temporal SOP variations.
We characterize the probability of USOP between two CRs
for T 1 and T 2. The spatial and temporal variation effects are
considered to fully capture the dynamics of the USOP.

III. U TILIZATION OF S PECTRUM O PPORTUNITY
The first step of SOP utilization is the correct sensing of
the spectrum. Hence, the SOP utilization depends on the performance of the spectrum sensing and network topology. We
analyze the SOP under the imperfect channel sensing and the
different network topologies. The second step of the utilization
is to send the packet to the receiver without error.
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Fig. 1. Network topologies: (a) T 1, (b) T 2.

Fig. 2. A communication link between C R1 and C R2 .

A. Imperfect Spectrum Sensing

it can be defined as

Energy detection is the most common method for the spectrum sensing due to its simplicity and easy implementation.
However, it comprises imperfections due to channel shadowing
and fading [8]. There are two types of errors, which are false
alarm (FA) error and mis-detection (MD) error. FA error is due
to sensing an idle channel as an occupied one. MD error is due
to assuming the occupied channel as an idle one.
The SOP detection probability is the probability of sensing the channel as idle given that the channel is actually idle.
We first explain the temporal activity of channel to characterize SOP. To this end, we define random variables defining
the idle and busy times of PUs which are denoted as TI and
TB , respectively. TI and TB follow exponential distributions
whose means are α and β, respectively [9], [10], [11]. Hence,
the probability distribution functions are defined for TI and
t
−t
TB as f TI (t) = α1 e− α , and f TB (t) = β1 e β , respectively. The
α
probability that PU is idle (PU is OFF) is PO F F = α+β
. The
β
probability that PU is busy (PU is ON) is PO N = α+β
.
The determination of the probability of FA, PF A , is vital to
find the probability of SOP detection. If we define the event that
the non-existence and existence of the PU signal as H0 and H1 ,
respectively, PF A is defined as [10], PF A = Pr [Busy|H0 ] =
δ−2τ Bσ 2
PO F F Q( √ S n2 ), where B is the bandwidth of the channel, δ
4τ S Bσn

is the signal detection threshold, σn is the noise variance, and τ S
is the sensing time, and Q is Q-function [12]. The detailed information about PF A and δ selection is found in [10]. In this letter,
we directly consider PF A , however, we provide the equation of
PF A for the coherence of the letter. Vacant spectrum detection
probability correctly, PV = Pr [I dle|H0 ], is defined as [10]


2τ S Bσn2 − δ
.
(1)
PV = PO F F − PF A = PO F F Q 
4τ S Bσn2
B. USOP Characterization in Network Topology T 1
The temporal variation of PU activity is the only cause of the
SOP change in T 1. There is no spatial variation since PU covers
the CR in the network as seen in Fig. 1(a). The existence of SOP
and its utilization between a CR transmitter and a CR receiver
depend on the activity of the PU, the sensing performance
of the transmitter and the successful reception at the receiver.
Furthermore, the packet size, Nb , and the data rate of the link,
Rb , are important for USOP since there must be no PU activity
during the use of the licensed spectrum band. Hence, the PU
must not be active during the packet transmission interval, and

PN P = Pr [TI >

Nb
]=
Rb



∞
Nb /Rb

N
1 −t
− b
e α dt = e Rb α .
α

(2)

The successful communication at the CR transmitter is realized when the transmitter detect the vacancy of the spectrum
band correctly, and there is not any PU activity during the transmission activity. Hence, the USOP probability at the transmitter
side can be described as
Pt x = Pr [No PU during transmission|SOP detection]
= PN P (PO F F − PF A ) = PN P PV .

(3)
(4)

(3) describes the USOP at the transmitter, and (4) shows that
the USOP at the transmitter is the intersection of the event that
there is no PU activity during the transmission, and the event
that the transmitter successfully detects the SOP.
The probability of USOP at the receiver, Pr x , is the same as
the probability of USOP at the transmitter side. The receiver
must not be exposed to PU activities during the reception and
it must detect SOP correctly. Furthermore, the communication
link is unreliable due to the properties of the physical channel.
Hence, the successful probability is given as [13] PS (γ ) = (1 −
(γ )) Nb , where γ is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) between
the transmitter and the receiver which depends on the power
control,  is the bit error rate (BER). The expression of BER in
Rayleigh fading channel for γ ≥ 5 can be written as [12], [13]
 f (γ ) ≈

σm
,
2βm γ

(5)

where σm and βm depend on the modulation type. σm = 1 and
βm = 2 for binary phase shift keying modulation [12], which
is used in our network. Hence, we can characterize the USOP
probability as the USOP probability at the transmitter side and
the receiver side without packet error. The probability of USOP
can be described as
PUT S1 O P = Pt x Pr x PS = ((PO F F − PF A )PN P )2 PS .

(6)

C. USOP Characterization in Network Topology T 2
The spatial-temporal variations in the spectrum availability
affect the characterization of USOP in T 2. The transmission
ranges of PUs and the CRs in T 2 are comparable as seen in
Fig. 1(b), hence, there is a more dynamic radio environment.
Let R be the transmission range of a PU, and r be the transmission range of the CRs. Fig. 2 shows a communication link
between a transmitter and a receiver. The distance between the
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communicating nodes, d, is smaller than r . A1 and A2 are the
regions that no PU activities must be present for C R1 and C R2 ,
respectively.
There are two cases for USOP in T 2. The union of
these cases includes the conditions, which do not violate the
spectrum-aware communication among CRs. These cases can
be outlined as follows.
Case 1: In the first case, there must be no PUs located
in the union of regions A1 and A2 . As there are not any
PUs in the union of these regions, the CRs must correctly
detect the spectrum vacancy. Let PUs in the network be randomly deployed with a uniformly distribution whose density
is λ PU [4]. The probability that there is not any PU located
d
)+
in the region S(d, R) = A1 ∪ A2 = 2π R 2 − 2R 2 cos −1 ( 2R
√
d
2 − d 2 can be defined as
4R
2
P1 = Pr [No PUs in A1 ∪ A2 ] = e

−λ PU S

.

(7)

The probability that C R1 successfully detects the spectrum
vacancy can be written as PO F F − PF A . C R2 must sense the
vacant channel correctly, and this probability is the same as
the probability of correct spectrum vacancy detection for C R1 .
Furthermore, the packet must be received without error, and this
probability is PS . Hence, the probability of Case 1 is written as
T2
PC1

= P1 (PO F F − PF A ) PS .
2

(8)

Case 2: In the second case, there may be PUs located in
the region S(d, R), and the number of PUs located in the
region S(d, R) is denoted by N PU,S . The PUs located in region
S(d, R) affect the communication since the communication
activity of a PU in this region interferes with the transmitter or the receiver or both. Hence, all the PUs located in this
region must be in OFF state during the transmission of packet.
The probability that there are k PUs in region S can be given
S)k
. PUs are distributed unias Pr [N PU,S = k] = e−λ PU S (λ PU
k!
formly in the network, and the density of PUs is denoted by
λ PU . Hence, the probability that there are k PUs in the region
S is given according to a Poisson distribution. We can assume
that the network size is infinity, and the number of PUs in the
network can be approximated as infinity.
Let Q PU,S be the state of the PUs in the region S. If
Q PU,S = 0, the PU nodes in the region S are in OFF state during the packet transmission. Hence, we can denote the USOP
probability in Case 2 as
P2 = Pr [N PU,S > 0 ∩ Q PU,S = 0]
= Pr [N PU,S > 0] Pr [Q PU,S = 0|N PU,S > 0]
=

∞ −λ PU S

e
(λ PU S)k
k=1

= e−λ PU S
=e

k!

PNk P

∞
 (λ PU S PN P )k

k=0
−λ PU S(1−PN P )

k!
− e−λ PU S .

(9)
(10)
(11)


−1

(12)
(13)

The probability of no active PUs for Case 2 in T 2 is written in a
conditional form as in (10). As in (11), the uniform distribution
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of PUs in the network causes a Poisson distribution for possible PUs in the region S, where k represents the number of PUs
in the region S, and its range is from one to infinity since we
are considering the case that there are one or more PUs in the
region S. Furthermore, the number of PUs in the network may
increase to infinity as the network size is assumed to be infinity.
We use the Taylor expansion of exponential number in (12) and
(13). For a successful SOP detection and its utilization, the PUs
in the region S must be OFF during the communication. The
transmission must also be carried without error in Rayleigh fading channel, whose probability is PS . The probability of USOP
in T 2 for Case 2 can be written as
T2
= P2 (PO F F − PF A )2 PS
PC2

(14)

since both the transmitter and the receiver should sense SOP
and utilize the idle channel successfully. The overall USOP
probability for T 2 is found by the summation of the probabilities of cases C1 and C2 as follows,
T2
T2
+ PC2
= PS (P1 + P2 )(PO F F − PF A )2 .
PUT S2 O P = PC1
(15)

IV. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
In this section, we study the probability of USOP under
different conditions and network topologies. As explained in
Section III, PU S O P depends on the network system parameters
according to the network topology. Unless otherwise stated, we
set the system parameters as Rb = 100 K bps, Nb = 500 bits,
PO F F = 0.9, PF A = 0.1, α = 100msec, d = 10 m, R = 20 m,
γ = 30 dB, and λ PU = 0.0001 PU/m 2 , which are on the
order the values in [9], [10], [13], [11]. In our first study, we
investigate the USOP probability for different system parameters which are Nb , Rb , α, γ and PO F F as seen in Fig. 3.
These parameters are selected due to their ability to change the
channel characteristics and the network as in [10], [11].
We first investigate the effects of Rb and Nb . As Nb increases,
PN P in (2) decreases, and also PS decreases. Hence, PUT S1 O P in
(6) decreases. For Rb = 50 kbps, 25% decrease occurs as the
greatest change for a 750 bits change in Nb . PUT S2 O P decreases
due to the increase in Nb in (13) for T 2 as seen in Fig. 3(a).
This decrease is due to the increase in Nb . The approximate
change is 18% for PUT S2 O P for all Rb . Also, as α increases, PN P
in (2) increases. Hence, PUT S1 O P decreases as seen in Fig. 3(b).
However, the effect of α is at most 5% for T 2. However, α has
positive effect on PUT S2 O P due to (13). α is the mean inactive
time of PUs, and an increase in α increases the probability of
no PU activity during the communication effort. OFF state of
PU is actually means an opportunity for a CR. It has power
control to change their SNR, γ . For SNR values smaller than
15 dB, the channel is in deep fade and the communication is
almost impossible. However, PUT S1 O P and PUT S2 O P reach almost
0.5 for 30 dB as seen Fig. 3(c). The quality of channel increases
and the fading effects become negligible. An increase in Rb
decreases the communication time, hence, the probability that
communicating nodes expose to PU activity decreases, which
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Fig. 3. Probability of USOP under different topologies vs. (a) Nb , (b) Nb , (c) γ , and (d) α.

Fig. 4. Probability of USOP under network topology T 2, PUT S2 O P , vs. (a) d, (b) λ PU , (c) R.

also increases PN P . This increase causes an increase in PUT S1 O P
for T 1 due to (2) and a decrease in PUT S2 O P for T 2 due to (13).
The network parameters such as R, λ PU and d affect the
SOP probability only in T 2. Hence, we study the effect of these
parameters on PUT S2 O P . As we increase R, the CRs become more
exposed to the activities of PUs. Hence, this effect decreases
PUT S2 O P . The effect of d is small since R is much greater than
d. The effects of d and R can be seen in Fig. 4(a). λ PU is a significant parameter since it affects the number of PUs located in
the communication area of the CRs. As we increase λ PU , there
would be more PU activity in the communication area. Hence,
it decreases PUT S2 O P as seen Fig. 4(b). For instance, PUT S2 O P
decreases nearly 30% when λ PU increases from 25 × 10−6 to
200 × 10−6 . The effect of R can be seen in Fig. 4(c) in a more
profound way. The increase in R causes an increase in S(d, R).
PUT S2 O P decreases as S(d, R) increases in (15). Nearly 85%
decrease in PSTO2 P is seen when λ PU = 200 × 10−6 . Hence, R
highly affects PUT S2 O P .

V. C ONCLUSION
In this letter, we characterize the USOP probability under different network topologies. We find that this probability depends
on the network topologies, the sensing performance of CRs,
the channel conditions, and the PU activities. We observe the
effects of them on the USOP probability in our numerical analysis. This probability can be used for proposing new solutions
and protocols in medium access control, routing, transport and
resource allocation schemes as it provides a probabilistic view
of the spectrum-aware communication.
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